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R448vasculature [17]. This hypothesis
provides the basis for future studies
on lateral polarity.
Neither Alassimone and colleagues
[17] nor Łangowski and co-workers [7]
observed a clear-cut requirement
of the cytoskeleton for establishment
of lateral polarity. However, upon
actin-depolymerization, GFP–ABCG37
and PEN3–GFP slightly accumulated
in intracellular compartments of
epidermal cells, which was prevented
by inhibition of protein translation,
suggesting that the actin cytoskeleton
may contribute to secretory trafficking
of these outer lateral membrane
proteins [7].
The first insights into which sorting
signals may be required for polar
protein localization at inner lateral
membranes are provided by Takano
and colleagues [14]. The authors
confirmed that endocytic trafficking
of internalized BOR1–GFP to the
vacuole occurs via a BFA-sensitive
pathway [14,18] and then defined three
tyrosine-based sorting signals in BOR1
that are required for its polar inner
lateral membrane localization [14].
Tyrosine-based signals are needed
for endocytic and lysosomal sorting
in mammalian cells [19], and an
Arabidopsis tyrosine-based signal
sequence of a vacuolar sorting
receptor interacts with the m subunit
of adaptor protein complexes [20].
Thus, while it remains to be determined
at which specific endocytic sorting
step the tyrosine-based signals of
BOR1 participate, these findings
provide an entry to studies on the
molecular machinery mediating polar
sorting of inner lateral membrane
proteins.
Taken together, these recent studies
show that a minimum of four polar
domains — apical, basal, outer and
inner lateral domains — can coexist
at the membranes of root cells.
When it comes to nomenclature,
plant scientists do not always
speak the same language, so that
three synonymous terminologies
‘outer–inner’, ‘peripheral–central’ and
‘distal–proximal’ are used to describe
one aspect of the newly established
fourfoldness [8,14,17]. Nonetheless,
the results open new avenues toward
elucidation of molecular, cellular
and developmental mechanisms
underlying the formation of lateral
polarity in plants. Finally, the
establishment of an endodermis
model for cell polarity formationadds yet another dimension because
it remains unknown how components
of the casparian strip are put into
place — to seal off outer from inner
lateral domains.
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Each Other through Load
What happens when two types of kinesin transport the same cargo? Each
motor experiences a load coming from the others. These loads are sufficient to
explain the emergent properties of the cargo’s motion.Gary J. Brouhard
Motor proteins are enzymes that
convert chemical energy into
mechanical work, often using this workto transport cargo inside of cells. Motor
proteins of the kinesin superfamily
move along microtubules transporting
vesicles, organelles, and mRNAs. We
know a great deal about the behavior
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Figure 1. Chromokinesins produce a ‘polar ejection force’.
(A) Schematic of a Xenopus chromosome (blue) showing the two types of chromokinesins
located on chromosome arms: Xkid (light blue) and Xklp1 (dark blue). (B) Xkid and Xklp1 per-
forming work on the same microtubule (red). Xkid experiences an assisting load, FA, and Xklp1
experiences a hindering load, FH. The effect of these loads on the motors gives rise to an inter-
mediate velocity, n.
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R449of individual kinesins from the many
in vitro studies on the biophysics of
these molecular machines [1]. But we
also know that, in cells, motors don’t
always work on their own. In fact, motor
proteins frequently operate in teams:
groups of different types that bind to
the same cargo. Examples include the
bidirectional transport of melanosomes
[2] or mitochondria [3], movement of
lipid droplets in Drosophila [4], and
intraflagellar transport (IFT) in
Caenorhabditis elegans [5]. Many
researchers are now asking: what
happens when different types of
motors are performing work at the
same time? There is an obvious
problem when two motors exert
force on a cargo in opposite directions:
who wins the ‘tug-of-war’? The
problem is no less acute when two
motors of different types move the
cargo in the same direction,
especially if one motor is fast
and the other is slow.
In a recent issue of Current Biology,
Bieling et al. [6] have approached this
problem by investigating the role of
multiple kinesins in the generation of
the ‘polar ejection force’ that pushes
chromosome arms toward the
metaphase plate in mitosis [7].
They first confirmed the identity of
the two DNA-binding kinesins, or
chromokinesins, involved in producing
the polar ejection force in Xenopus:
a kinesin-4 (Xklp1) [8] and a kinesin-10
(Xkid) [9] (Figure 1A). These two
kinesins have different motile
properties. The kinesin-4 is (relatively)
fast but inefficient at recruiting
microtubules. In contrast, the
kinesin-10 is (relatively) slow but
good at recruiting microtubules.
The question then became: what are
the underlying mechanics when two
different kinesins interact with the
same microtubule?
The authors decided to reconstitute
this process by adhering the two
chromokinesins to a surface and
measuring the velocity of microtubule
gliding [10]. First, they used a novel
assay wherein plasmid DNA was
adhered to a surface and then
‘chromatinized’ by exposure to
Xenopus egg extracts, bringing the
chromokinesins onto the surface
through their interaction with this
‘chromatin’. Alternatively, Bieling et al.
[6] used recombinant kinesins
attached directly to the surface by their
carboxy-terminal tails. They
discovered that the team ofchromokinesins, which included tens
to hundreds of each motor type,
produced an intermediate gliding
velocity, neither as fast nor as slow
as either kinesin alone. Indeed, the
authors could control the relative
levels of each kinesin on the
surface, and they found a non-linear
relationship between the microtubule
gliding velocity and the ratio of the
motors.
It turns out that a simple explanation
for this relationship comes from the
forces that each motor experiences as
a result of the action of the other motor
proteins in the ensemble. The fast
motor, Xklp1, wants to get a move on,
so it tries to pull Xkid along; in other
words, Xkid experiences an assisting
load. As the slow motor, Xkid drags its
feet, causing Xklp1 to experience
a hindering load (Figure 1B).
Assisting and hindering loads have
two broad effects on motor proteins.
First, load affects the motor’s velocity:
hindering loads slow the motor down,
while assisting loads are expected to
speed the motor up (although less isknown here). Second, load increases
the rate of dissociation of the motor
from the microtubule. A simple model
for how each motor responds to these
loads, the ‘mechanical competition’
model originally proposed by Pan et al.
[11], reproduces the nonlinear
relationship that Bieling et al. [6] have
measured. Neither Pan et al. nor
Beiling et al. needed to account for
a load-dependent dissociation rate of
their kinesins in order to explain
their data. Other reconstitutions of
multi-motor systems have shown clear
evidence of this effect [12], which was
an important part of earlier theories of
multi-motor systems [13,14], as well as
the core explanation of motor-driven
spindle oscillations in C. elegans [15].
It is possible that some motors are
more sensitive to load-dependent
dissociation than others or that the very
large number of motors in Bieling’s
experiments has masked the effect.
Progress on this front will come from
experiments that carefully control
and monitor the number of engaged
motors (e.g., [16]).
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transport a cargo over much greater
distances than a single motor [13].
What isn’t clear is the benefit of using
two types of kinesin with different
velocities. Mechanical competition
was first invoked to explain the
intraflagellar transport of Bardet-Biedl
syndrome proteins in C. elegans [11].
Intraflagellar transport particles are
also transported by two kinesins that
differ in velocity — kinesin-II and
OSM-3. Pan et al. [11] found that the
faster OSM-3 exerts an assisting load
on the slower kinesin-II, which in turn
exerts a hindering load on OSM-3.
The result was an intermediate velocity
that could be explained by mechanical
competition. The proposal is that
independent control of two kinesins
gives the nematode a greater ability
to modulate intraflagellar transport
and thereby produce distinct types
of cilia [17].
Why would Xenopus use two
different chromokinesins to
produce the polar ejection force? The
kinesin-10, Xkid, dominates in the
mechanical competition and produces
severe chromosome alignment defects
when depleted from egg extracts [18].
Indeed, the complete absence of the
kinesin-4, Xklp1, only decreased
microtubule gliding velocities twofold.
Xklp1 participates, however, in the
early stages of mitotic spindle
assembly. It acts essentially as
a chromosome passenger protein,
binding to chromosomes in metaphase
and relocalizing to the spindle midzone
in anaphase [8]. A small contribution to
the polar ejection force may be the toll
that Xklp1 pays for its ride to the
midzone.The emergent theme is that motor
coordination occurs through the
transmission of load. This is true for
situations involving a tug-of-war [19]
and situations described by Bieling and
colleagues [6]. Although there is good
evidence for regulatory molecules that
coordinate motor proteins in
Drosophila [4], the reconstitution of
multi-motor systems makes it clear
they are not necessary in vitro. The
transmission of assisting loads and
hindering loads between motor
proteins in an ensemble is sufficient to
coordinate them.
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a WallHow are the different secondary cell wall deposition patterns generated in the
vascular cells of plants? The use of a novel Arabidopsis mesophyll cell culture
that transdifferentiates into vascular cells shows a crucial role for a complex of
two microtubule-binding proteins.Herman Ho¨fte
Plant cells can adopt a remarkable
diversity of shapes, such as
star-shaped parenchyma cells, conicalepidermal cells, extremely elongated
and branched trichomes and tubular
water-conducting xylem cells
(Figure 1A). Local deposition and
remodeling of the primary cell wall isresponsible for the shape of the
growing cell. Deposition of a secondary
wall after growth cessation determines
the mechanical properties of the
mature cell. For instance, in xylem
cells, resistance against the negative
pressure of the water stream is
conditioned by cell wall reinforcement
patterns, which are spiral or annular
in protoxylem (i.e., xylem produced
from the meristematic cells in
the procambium) and reticulate or
pitted in metaxylem (develops
after the protoxylem) (Figure 1B).
A long-standing question in plant
